ZDK-701 is a flexible touch sensitive service terminal has been developed for indoor use and can be adapted to provide individual kiosk solutions for a wide variety of sectors and industries. This stand alone kiosk solution, as easy and comfortable to operate as an automated teller machine, a multifunction solution that can be used around the clock, seven days a week.

ZDK-701 Deposit Kiosk is mainly a deposit machine installed by a Bank and used by the customers for depositing money into it. It can also be used where payment can be done through this machine and it is customized for client services. Maximum 300 envelopes containing 100 notes in each envelope can be deposited into a closed envelope and dropped inside the machine and avoid a long queue at the branch counter for depositing money.
New dimension in CHECK DEPOSIT
Client receives receipt with the impression of the check.

SPECIFICATIONS

INDUSTRIAL CPU
- Processor (core i3)
- RAM 2GB DDR3
- Hard Disk – 1 TB

DISPLAY
- Monitor: 17” LCD
- Resistive 4/5 Wire Touch Screen Panel

CHEQUE SCANNER
- Single Document Drop-In
- Standard Cheque Size Scanning
- Optimized Scanned Image

THERMAL PRINTER
- Max Paper Size: 80mm
  - with Auto-Cutter
  - with Fujitsu Print Head

VAULT SECURITY & VAULT
- UL 291 Tested LA GARD Combination Lock
- 13mm Robust Enclosure

NETWORK COMMUNICATION
- Standard TCP/IP, Leased Line Connection
- Wireless connection: GPRS (Optional)

POWER CONSUMPTION
- DC 220-240V~, 50-60Hz
- UPS (Optional)

HARDWARE WARRANTY
- Every Kiosk is warranted for a minimum of one (1) year.
- Use of a UPS is Mandatory.

BRANDING
- The Kiosk will be Branded according to Client’s Requirement Free of Charge

DIMENSIONS
- Height: 62”, Length: 20”, Width: 24”

SOFTWARE
- Customized Application Based on Requirement (Not Included)

OTHER COMPONENTS
- Motorized Shutter Window
- 2 (Two) Security Camera
- Speaker (Optional)

MOTORIZED CARD READER (OPTIONAL)
- EMV Certified
- IC/RFID Card Read/Write, MAG or Magnetic Card Read only
- SAM Slot Option, Magnetic Shutter Option
- IC Card: ISO7816
- Magnetic Card: ISO7810 ID-1,7811
- RFID Card: ISO 14443-A (Mifire One)
- Communication: RS-232/TTL
- DIP Card Reader (Optional)

BARCODE SCANNER (OPTIONAL)
- Single-String Laser Scanning
- International Standard Barcode Support (CODE39, CODE128, etc.)
- Maximum Scanning Distance: 203mm

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT (OPTIONAL)
- After One (1) from the Date of Commencement

BARCODE SCANNER
- Single-String Laser Scanning
- International Standard Barcode Support (CODE39, CODE128, etc.)
- Maximum Scanning Distance: 203mm

SUPPORT SERVICE
24/7 Helpline
(+880 1970 ZANALA)

ZANALA Systems Ltd.
Level-4 (west), BDBL Bhaban
12 Karwan Bazar
Dhaka-1215, Bangladesh
Office: +880 2 8129475, 8189361-2
Sales: +88 01955 511345
Support: +88 01970 926252
info@zanalasystems.com